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Software Update Notice - VMS R700 T3 Patch  
 
Honeywell Commercial Security has released a software hot fix for MAXPRO/ProWatch VMS R700 and 
NVR 7.0 systems that improves web client certificate utilization. This software patch includes 
performance improvements and fixes in the following areas:  
 
NVR: 

1. The MAXPRO Web client will view live video streaming without a valid certificate out of the box. 

2. User can access the NVR machine with IP address or machine name and the system will make 

the web socket connection accordingly. 

3. Video can be streamed in the Web client using non-regular port 

4. Enhanced Web Configurator Tool with port forwarding configuration and removal of non-

essential System/User configuration fields.  

VMS: 

1. Simplification of the certificate export/import and installation process on a VMS workstation. 

2. Automated all manual steps of exporting and importing a certificate on each workstation in a 

single click of a button. 

3. New User Adapter is incorporated to facilitate operations such as get, add, update and delete a 

user. 

Further details and installation guidance are provided in the MAXPRO VMS / NVR R700 Hot Fix Software 
Release Bulletin which can be found on https://myhoneywellbuildingsuniversity.com/training/support/. 
It is Honeywell’s recommendation to update your MAXPRO VMS/NVR with the VMS/NVR R700 T3 Hot 
Fix as soon as practical.  Additionally, as feasible, it is recommended to always update to the latest 
released versions as they become available to ensure the best technology experience and obtain 
technical and cyber support.  
 
Honeywell has no obligation for defects resulting from unauthorized modification, misuse, vandalism, 
alterations of serial number, or other causes unrelated to defective materials or workmanship, or 
failures related to batteries of any type used in connection with the products sold.  
 
Thank you for your business and continued support of your MAXPRO/Pro-Watch Security Surveillance 
solutions. 
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